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Complete classroom training manuals for Adobe Photoshop
CS6. Two manuals (Introductory and Advanced) in one book.
230 pages and 160 individual topics. Includes practice
exercises and keyboard shortcuts. You will learn how to use all
of the various tools, advanced layer techniques, manipulating
images and much more. Topics Covered: Getting Acquainted
with Photoshop 1. The Photoshop Environment 2. Palettes and
the Palette Well 3. Creating Custom Workspaces 4. Opening
Images 5. Using the File Browser 6. Image Magnification 7.
Viewing Document Information 8. Moving the Image 9. Undoing
Mistakes and The History Palette 10. Displaying Drawing
Guides 11. Making Measurements 12. Adding Annotations 13.
Setting Preferences Adobe Bridge 1. The Adobe Bridge
Environment 2. Display Options 3. Compact Mode 4.
Navigating, Opening & Placing Files 5. Searching for Files and
Folders 6. Labeling and Rating Files 7. Sorting and Filtering
Files 8. Copying, Moving and Deleting Files 9. Stacking and
Unstacking 10. Previewing Images and the Loupe Tool 11.
Rotating Images 12. Viewing a Slideshow 13. Viewing and
Editing Metadata 14. Keywords 15. Mini Bridge Basic Image
Manipulation 1. Bitmap Images 2. Vector Images 3. Image Size
and Resolution Settings 4. Scanning Images 5. Creating New
Images 6. Placing Files Color Basics 1. Color Modes and
Models 2. Color Mode Conversion 3. Previewing Color
Differences Between Operating Systems 4. Color Management
5. Foreground and Background Colors 6. Using the Color
Picker 7. Selecting Colors with the Color Palette 8. Selecting
Colors with the Eyedropper Tool 9. Selecting Colors with the
Swatches Palette Painting Tools 1. Painting Tools 2. The Brush
Tool 3. Blending Modes 4. The Pencil Tool 5. The Color
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Replacement Tool 6. The Eraser Tool 7. The Magic Eraser
Tool 8. The Background Eraser Tool 9. Using the Art History
Brush 10. Using the History Brush 11. Using the Mixer Brush
Brush Settings 1. Using the Brushes Palette 2. Creating
Custom Brush Tips by Selection 3. Creating Custom Brush
Tips in the Brushes Palette 4. Setting Shape Dynamics 5.
Setting Brush Scattering 6. Setting Brush Texture 7. Setting
Dual Brushes 8. Setting Color Dynamics 9. Setting Other
Dynamics 10. Miscellaneous Brush Settings 11. Clearing Brush
Settings 12. Saving a Customized Brush 13. Saving a
Customized Brush Library Making Selections 1. Selection
Basics 2. Making Pixel Selections 3. The Marquee Tools 4.
Refining Edges of Selections 5. The Lasso Tools 6. The Magic
Wand Tool 7. The Quick Selection Tool 8. Selecting by Color
Range 9. Adjusting Pixel Selections 10. The Extract Command
11. Copying and Pasting Pixel Selections 12. Saving and
Loading Selections Filling and Stroking 1. Applying Fills 2.
Using the Paint Bucket Tool 3. Using the Gradient Tool 4.
Using the Gradient Editor 5. Using Patterns 6. Using the
Pattern Maker 7. Stroking Layers 1. Using Layers and Layer
Groups/Sets 2. Creating Layers and Layer Groups/Sets 3.
Stacking and Linking Layers 4. Moving Layer Content with the
Move Tool 5. Locking Layers 6. Common Layer Management
Tasks 7. Merging and Flattening Layers Advanced Layers 1.
Layer Styles 2. Adjustment Layers and Fill Layers 3. The
Adjustments Panel 4. Masking Layers 5. The Masks Panel 6.
Creating Clipping Groups 7. Creating Knockouts 8. Smart
Objects 9. Smart Filters Text 1. Text Basics 2. Entering Text 3.
Selecting Text 4. Editing the Bounding Box 5. Creating a Type
Selection 6. Applying Effects to Type Layers 7. Using the
Character Palette 8. Checking for Spelling Errors 9. Using the
Paragraph Palette Drawing 1. Raster vs. Vector 2. Shape
Layers and Shape Options 3. Using the Shape Tools 4. Using
the Pen Tools 5. Using the Anchor Point Tools 6. Using the
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Paths Palette 7. Working with Paths Using Channels and
Masking 1. Using the Channels Palette 2. Using Channels 3.
Spot Colors 4. Blending Channels and Layers 5. Masks 6.
Using Alpha Channels Manipulating Images 1. Changing the
Canvas Size 2. Rotating and Flipping Images 3. The Rotate
View Tool 4. Cropping Images 5. The Perspective Crop Tool 6.
The Slice Tools 7. The Free Transform Command 8. The
Smudge Tool 9. Blurring and Sharpening Images 10. Using the
Dodge Tool and the Burn Tool 11. The Sponge Tool 12. Filters
and The Filter Gallery 13. The Liquify Command 14. Vanishing
Point 15. Content-Aware Scaling 16. The Puppet Warp Tool
17. The Clone Stamp Tool 18. The Pattern Stamp Tool 19. The
Healing Brush Tool 19. The Spot Healing Brush Tool 20. The
Patch Tool 21. The Content-Aware Move Tool 22. The Red Eye
Tool Saving Images 1. Saving Images 2. The Save for Web &
Devices Dialog Box Printing 1. Printing Images 2. Setting
Printing Options Automating Tasks 1. Actions and the Actions
Palette 2. Playing Actions 3. Editing Actions 3. Playing PreLoaded Actions Help 1. Photoshop Help 2. System Info 3.
Online Updates
A complete training package on the newest version of
Photoshop! The Digital Classroom series combines a full-color
book with a full-featured DVD, resulting in a complete training
package written by expert instructors. Photoshop is the industry
standard for image editing, and this guide gets photographers,
commercial designers, web developers, fine artists, and
serious hobbyists up to speed on the newest version. It
includes 13 self-paced lessons that allow you to progress at
your own speed, with complete lesson files and tutorials on the
DVD. Topics include Camera RAW, masks and layers,
retouching, and much more. A self-paced way to learn the
newest version of Photoshop, the essential image-editing
software used by professional photographers, web developers,
and graphic designers Features full-color, step-by-step
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instructions in the book plus additional tutorials and lesson files
on the DVD Developed by a team of Adobe Certified Instructors
and Photoshop experts who have created many of the official
training titles for Adobe Systems Covers Adobe Bridge,
Camera RAW, masks and layers, painting and retouching, and
selections and layers, taking you through basic and
intermediate-level topics Photoshop CS6 Digital Classroom is
like having your own personal tutor teaching you the newest
version of Photoshop. Note: DVD and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of the e-book file, but are
available for download after purchase.
Learn the newest version of Adobe's premiere page
designsoftware—InDesign CC— with this completepackage
Written by a team of expert instructors, this completebook-andDVD package teaches even the most inexperienced
beginnerhow to design eye-popping layouts for brochures,
magazines,e-books, and flyers. Step-by-step instructions in the
full-colorbook are enhanced by video tutorials on the
companion DVD. Thirteenself-paced lessons let you learn
Adobe InDesign CC (Creative Cloud)at your own speed; it's like
having your own personal tutorteaching you the hottest new
version of this leading page layoutsoftware. • Includes 13 selfpaced lessons that take you fromInDesign basics through
intermediate-level skills, allowing you tolearn at your own speed
• Explores the new features and capabilities ofInDesign CC, the
leading Adobe page design software • Features members of
the AGI Creative Team who walk youthrough the latest version
of Adobe InDesign • Contains step-by-step instructions in
thefull-color book and video tutorials on the DVD, which work
togetherto provide a clear understanding of the topic InDesign
CC Digital Classroom is the ideal book-and-DVDtraining
package to get you up to speed on InDesign so you cancreate
designs that dazzle. Note: DVD and other supplementary
materials are notincluded as part of the e-book file, but are
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available for downloadafter purchase.
Visual effects and motion graphics pros of all stripes - from
broadcast professionals to VFX supervisors to Web designers
who need to produce occasional video segments - will welcome
the dramatically accelerated features provided in the brandnew After Effects CS4. This best-selling book has been revised
to cover all that's new in this upgrade: the ability to import 3D
layers from Photoshop; the Cartoon effect that converts liveaction footage into stylized imagery; Adobe Device Central
CS4, which lets you preview and test animations for mobile
devices, and more. Designed around a single complex project
that’s broken down into manageable lessons, this book mimics
a real-world workflow - but one that readers tackle at their own
pace. Contains all the lesson files and footage readers need to
complete the lessons. All of Peachpit's eBooks contain the
same content as the print edition. You will find a link in the last
few pages of your eBook that directs you to the media files.
Helpful tips: · If you are able to search the book, search for
"Where are the lesson files?" · Go to the very last page of the
book and scroll backwards. · You will need a web-enabled
device or computer in order to access the media files that
accompany this ebook. Entering the URL supplied into a
computer with web access will allow you to get to the files. ·
Depending on your device, it is possible that your display
settings will cut off part of the URL. To make sure this is not the
case, try reducing your font size and turning your device to a
landscape view. This should cause the full URL to appear.
Teach Yourself VISUALLY Photoshop CC
The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 4 Book for Digital
Photographers
Adobe Photoshop CS6 Bible
Adobe Photoshop CS6 classroom in a book
InDesign CC Digital Classroom
Those creative professionals seeking the fastest,
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easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe
Premiere Pro CS6 choose Adobe Premiere Pro CS6
Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative Team at
Adobe Press. The 19 project-based lessons in this
book show readers step-by-step the key techniques
for working in Premiere Pro CS6. Readers learn to
take a project from beginning to end where they’ll get
the basics on things like organizing media, using
audio, creating transitions, producing titles, and
adding effects. Once they have the basics down,
they'll learn how to take their projects further by
sweetening and mixing sound, compositing the
footage, adjusting color, using multicamera editing
techniques, authoring DVDs, and much more. This
completely revised CS6 edition covers new features,
including the Warp Stabilizer effect for stabilizing
uneven, shaky footage. Powerful new trimming
techniques are explored in detail and an entire
chapter covers the new expanded multicamera
editing features. The new interface in Adobe Premiere
Pro 6 offers many new capabilities to the editor who
needs quick results and this book covers the
workflows required to get the job done. Best of all, the
companion DVD includes lesson files so readers can
work step-by-step along with the book. “The
Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training
material on the market. Everything you need to
master the software is included: clear explanations of
each lesson, step-by-step instructions, and the project
files for the students.” —Barbara Binder, Adobe
Certified Instructor, Rocky Mountain Training
Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling series of
hands-on software training workbooks, helps you
learn the features of Adobe software quickly and
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easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other book
or training program does—an official training series
from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed with
the support of Adobe product experts. Note from the
publisher: If you experience any issues accessing the
files on the DVD please contact ask@peachpit.com to
receive a link to the online file downloads
Teaching your students has never been easier than
with ADOBE FLASH PROFESSIONAL CS6 ILLUSTRATED.
This reader-friendly book presents each skill on two
facing pages, providing detailed instructions on the
left-hand page and large, full-color screenshots on the
right page. The visual format helps students
intuitively grasp the concepts in the book and apply
them to the classroom and workplace environment.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
When it comes to digital imaging software, Adobe
Photoshop has long set the standard. Thus, when a
new version of the popular program appears,
designers tend to stand up and take notice--hen get
down to the serious business of learning about it! And
for that, there's no better place to turn than the book
from the people behind the product: Adobe Press'
Adobe Photoshop 7.0 Classroom in a Book. Using the
same style of self-paced instruction employed in the
best-selling previous edition, this comprehensive set
of Photoshop lessons provides everything you need to
dive into the world of print, Web, and graphic design
with Photoshop 7. Completely revised to cover all of
Photoshop 7's new features (including the new
Healing Brush, color correction commands, and file
management tools), the book starts with an
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introductory tour of the software and then progresses
on through 16 lessons, covering everything from
Photoshop's interface to more complex topics like
color management, Web graphics, and photo
retouching. You'll find step-by-step instructions for a
variety of projects (from beginning to advanced) and
review questions at the end of each chapter to
reinforce what you've learned. Easy-to-use project
files on the accompanying CD-ROM complete the
package.
Renowned Photographer and Photoshop hall-of-famer,
Martin Evening returns with his comprehensive guide
to Photoshop. This acclaimed work covers everything
from the core aspects of working in Photoshop to
advanced techniques for refined workflows and
professional results. Using concise advice, clear
instruction and real world examples, this essential
guide will give you the skills, regardless of your
experience, to create professional quality results. A
robust accompanying website features sample
images, tutorial videos, bonus chapters and a
plethora of extra resources. Quite simply, this is the
essential reference for photographers of all levels
using Photoshop.
Adobe Photoshop CS6 Training Manual Classroom in a
Book
Adobe Flash Professional CS6 Illustrated with Online
Creative Cloud Updates
The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Book
Adobe Illustrator CS6 Digital Classroom
Adobe® Photoshop® CS6 Classroom in a Book®

Provides information on using Dreamweaver
CS6 to create applications, covering such
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topics as HTML, CSS, templates,
navigation, Web animation, and online
data.
Adobe Photoshop CS6 Classroom in a Book
The comprehensive, soup-to-nuts guide to
Photoshop, fully updated Photoshop CS6,
used for both print and digital media, is
the industry leader in image-editing
software. The newest version adds some
exciting new features, and this
bestselling guide has been revised to
cover each of them, along with all the
basic information you need to get started.
Learn to use all the tools, including the
histogram palette, Lens Blur, Match Color,
and the color replacement tool, as well as
keyboard shortcuts. Then master retouching
and color correction, work with Camera Raw
images, prepare photos for print or the
web, and much more. Photoshop has the
broadest user base of any professionallevel graphics application, ranging from
photo hobbyists to professionals in
graphic design, publishing, video editing,
animation, and broadcasting This
comprehensive guide has what beginners
need to know as well as intermediate-level
information on key tools and procedures
Features a 16-page full-color insert and a
companion website with tutorials,
including JPEG and PSD files of images
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from the book Covers image-editing basics,
the File Browser, histogram palette, Lens
Blur, Match Color, the color replacement
tool, and customizable keyboard shortcuts
Delves into techniques for working with
Camera Raw images; how to retouch, colorcorrect, manipulate, and combine images;
and all the new features and enhancements
in the latest version Photoshop CS6 Bible
is the one reference book every Photoshop
user needs.
The fastest, easiest, most comprehensive
way to learn Adobe Photoshop CC Classroom
in a Book®, the best-selling series of
hands-on software training workbooks,
offers what no other book or training
program does—an official training series
from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed
with the support of Adobe product experts.
Adobe Photoshop CC Classroom in a Book
contains 14 lessons that cover the basics,
providing countless tips and techniques to
help you become more productive with the
program. You can follow the book from
start to finish or choose only those
lessons that interest you. Purchasing this
book gives you access to the downloadable
lesson files you need to work through the
projects in the book, and to electronic
book updates covering new features that
Adobe releases for Creative Cloud
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customers. For access, goto
www.peachpit.com/redeem and redeem the
unique code provided inside this book.
“The Classroom in a Book series is by far
the best training material on the market.
Everything you need to master the software
is included: clear explanations of each
lesson, step-by-step instructions, and the
project files for the students.” Barbara
Binder, Adobe Certified Instructor Rocky
Mountain Training
Adobe Photoshop CC 2014 Release
Adobe Photoshop CS6 Digital Classroom
Adobe After Effects CS4 Classroom in a
Book
Understanding Adobe Photoshop
A guide to Adobe Illustrator CS6 covers such
topics as creating and managing documents,
drawing, coloring artwork, working with
typography and images, and preparing graphics
for the Web.
Since Lightroom first launched, Scott Kelby’s
The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Book for
Digital Photographers has been the world’s #1
best-selling Lightroom book (it has been
translated into a dozen different languages),
and in this latest version for Lightroom 4, Scott
uses his same award-winning, step-by-step,
plain-English style and layout to make learning
Lightroom easy and fun. Scott doesn’t just show
you which sliders do what (every Lightroom
book will do that). Instead, by using the
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following three simple, yet brilliant, techniques
that make it just an incredible learning tool,
this book shows you how to create your own
photography workflow using Lightroom:
Throughout the book, Scott shares his own
personal settings and studio-tested techniques.
Each year he trains thousands of Lightroom
users at his "Lightroom Live!" tour and through
that he’s learned what really works, what
doesn’t, and he tells you flat out which
techniques work best, which to avoid, and why.
The entire book is laid out in a real workflow
order with everything step by step, so you can
begin using Lightroom like a pro from the start.
What really sets this book apart is the last
chapter. This is where Scott dramatically
answers his #1 most-asked Lightroom question,
which is: "Exactly what order am I supposed to
do things in, and where does Photoshop fit in?"
You’ll see Scott’s entire start-to-finish
Lightroom 4 workflow and learn how to
incorporate it into your own workflow. Scott
knows first-hand the challenges today’s digital
photographers are facing, and what they want to
learn next to make their workflow faster, easier,
and more fun. He has incorporated all of that
into this major update for Lightroom 4. It’s the
first and only book to bring the whole process
together in such a clear, concise, and visual
way. Plus, the book includes a special chapter
on integrating Adobe Photoshop seamlessly into
your workflow, and you’ll also learn some of
Scott’s latest Photoshop portrait retouching
techniques and special effects, which take this
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book to a whole new level. There is no faster,
more straight-to-the-point, or more fun way to
learn Lightroom than with this groundbreaking
book.
The fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to
learn Adobe Muse * *The all-new Adobe Muse is
the best tool for designing websites using the
latest web standards without writing code.
*Project-based lessons show readers key
techniques for working with Muse. *Official
training series from Adobe Systems Inc.,
developed with the support of Adobe product
experts. Those creative professionals seeking
the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to
learn Adobe Muse choose Adobe Muse
Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative
Team at Adobe Press. The 10 project-based
lessons in this book show readers step-by-step
the key techniques for working in Muse.
Readers will learn Muse from the ground up and
create websites using the latest web standards
without writing code. They will learn how to
plan projects using site maps and master pages;
design pages and add interactivity though
buttons, links, and widgets; access 500 Typekit
web fonts included with subscription to Muse;
and publish a website via Business Catalyst or
standard web hosting. The companion disc
includes lesson files so readers can work along
with the book.
Creative professionals seeking the fastest,
easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe
Photoshop CS6 choose Adobe Photoshop CS6
Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative
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Team at Adobe Press. The 14 project-based
lessons in this book show readers step-by-step
the key techniques for working in Photoshop
CS6 and how to manipulate images, edit motionbased content, and create image composites. In
addition to learning the key elements of the
Photoshop interface, this completely revised
CS6 edition covers new features, including
precise cropping with multiple overlays,
expanded content-aware toolkit with skin toneaware selections and masking, three new blur
effects, re-engineered design tools, adaptive
Wide Angle adjustments, improved Camera Raw
engine, improved auto corrections, Background
Save and Auto-recovery, modernized user
interface, intuitive video enhancements,
simplified 3D interface, improved editing speed
with real-time results, and more. In addition to
the lesson files, the companion DVD will feature
2 hours of free video tutorials from Adobe
Photoshop CS6: Learn by Video by Adobe Press
and video2brain, a great added value! "The
Classroom in a Book series is by far the best
training material on the market. Everything you
need to master the software is included: clear
explanations of each lesson, step-by-step
instructions, and the project files for the
students."--Barbara Binder, Adobe Certified
Instructor, Rocky Mountain Training Classroom
in a Book®, the best-selling series of hands-on
software training workbooks, helps you learn
the features of Adobe software quickly and
easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other
book or training program does--an official
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training series from Adobe Systems
Incorporated, developed with the support of
Adobe product experts. **Breaking News! Adobe
has released an update to Photoshop offering
new features for Creative Cloud customers
including Retina Display Support, Smart Object
support for Blur Gallery and Liquify, powerful
CSS support for web design, workflow
improvements, improved 3D effects and more.
Register your book at peachpit.com/register to
receive a free update that covers these features.
Adobe Photoshop Elements 9 Classroom in a
Book
Adobe® Photoshop® 7.0 Classroom in a Book®
The Official Training Workbook from Adobe
Systems
Adobe Photoshop Cs6 Classroom in a Book,
Photoshop 13.1 Update for Creative Cloud
Members, 1/E
A professional image editor's guide to the
creative use of Photoshop for the Macintosh and
PC

While Adobe Photoshop has long been
their choice for editing digital
photographs, many photographers want a
more focused tool. That’s where Adobe
Photoshop Lightroom comes in. Designed
from the ground up with digital
photographers in mind, Photoshop
Lightroom offers powerful editing
features in a streamlined interface
that lets photographers import, sort,
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and organize images. The Adobe
Photoshop Lightroo m Book was also
written with photographers in mind.
Best-selling author Martin Evening
describes Photoshop Lightroom’s
features in detail from a
photographer’s perspective. As an
established commercial and fashion
photographer, martin knows firsthand
what photographers need for an
efficient workflow. He’s also been
working with Photoshop Lightroom from
the beginning, monitoring the product’s
development and providing feedback on
the public beta. As a result, Martin
knows the software inside and out, from
image selection to image editing to
image management. In this book you’ll
learn how to: Work efficiently with
images shot in the raw formatn import
photographs with ease and sort them
according to your workflow Create and
manage a personal image library Apply
tonal corrections to multiple images
quickly Integrate Photoshop Lightroom
with Adobe Photoshop Export images for
print or Web as digital contact sheets
or personal portfolios Photographers
will find Adobe Photoshop Lightroom—and
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The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom
Book—indispensable tools in their
digital darkroom. A free Lightroom 1.1
PDF supplement update is now available
at www.peachpit.com/register.
Creative professionals seeking the
fastest, easiest, most comprehensive
way to learn Adobe Photoshop choose
Adobe Photoshop Classroom in a Book
(2020 release) from Adobe Press. The 15
project-based lessons show key step-bystep techniques for working in
Photoshop, including how to correct,
enhance, and distort digital images,
create image composites, and prepare
images for print and the web. In
addition to learning the essential
elements of the Photoshop interface,
this revised edition for the 2020
release covers features like the new
Object Selection tool, saving Cloud
Documents for easy access from
Photoshop on other devices such as the
Apple iPad, removing objects with
upgraded Content-Aware Fill, applying
styles and objects such as gradients
and shapes, instantly using redesigned
Presets panels, and much more! The
online companion files include all the
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necessary assets for readers to
complete the projects featured in each
chapter. All buyers of the book get
full access to the Web Edition: A Webbased version of the complete ebook
enhanced with video and multiple-choice
quizzes
Creative professionals seeking the
fastest, easiest, most comprehensive
way to learn Adobe Photoshop choose
Adobe Photoshop CC Classroom in a Book
(2018 release) from Adobe Press. The 15
project-based lessons show key step-bystep techniques for working in
Photoshop, including how to correct,
enhance, and distort digital images,
create image composites, and prepare
images for print and the web. In
addition to learning the essential
elements of the Photoshop interface,
this revised edition for the 2018
release covers features like search
capabilities, Content-Aware Crop,
Select and Mask, Face-Aware Liquify,
designing with multiple artboards,
creating and organizing enhanced brush
presets, and much more! The online
companion files include all the
necessary assets for readers to
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complete the projects featured in each
chapter as well as ebook updates when
Adobe releases relevant new features
for Creative Cloud customers. All
buyers of the book get full access to
the Web Edition: a Web-based version of
the complete ebook enhanced with video
and multiple-choice quizzes.
Creative professionals seeking the
fastest, easiest, most comprehensive
way to learn Adobe Photoshop choose
Adobe Photoshop CC Classroom in a Book
(2015 release) from Adobe Press. The 14
project-based lessons in this book show
users step-by-step the key techniques
for working in Photoshop and how to
manipulate images, edit motion-based
content, and create image composites.
In addition to learning the key
elements of the Photoshop interface,
this completely revised CC (2015
release) edition covers automatically
repairing empty areas of a merged
panorama using Content-Aware Fill,
making the noise level of a Blur
Gallery effect consistent with an
image, and adding specialized type
characters more easily in the new
Glyphs Panel. Learn to easily reuse
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design assets and share them with your
team using Creative Cloud libraries
with Linked Smart Objects, and
instantly modify duplicated content
using the enhanced Content Aware Move
tool. Design screens more efficiently
for the range of display sizes across
desktop and mobile devices using
multiple Artboards, test them on actual
hardware using Device Preview, and
generate output using the iterationfriendly Export Assets workflow. The
online companion files include all the
necessary assets for readers to
complete the projects featured in each
chapter as well as ebook updates when
Adobe releases new features for
Creative Cloud customers. And new to
this release, all buyers of the book
get full access to the Web Edition: a
Web-based version of the complete ebook
enhanced with video and interactive
multiple-choice quizzes. As always with
the Classroom in a Book, Instructor
Notes are available for teachers to
download.
das offizeille trainingbuch von Adobe
Systems
Adobe Photoshop CC Classroom in a Book
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(2018
Adobe
Adobe
(2022
Adobe
(2015

release)
Photoshop CS6 for Photographers
Photoshop Classroom in a Book
Release)
Photoshop CC Classroom in a Book
Release)

"Contains 15 lessons that cover the basics and
beyond, providing countless tips and techniques to
help you become more productive with the program.
You can follow the book from start to finish or
choose only those lessons that interest you"--Page 4
of cover.
Learn Photoshop CC with this DVD-and-book
training package! Adobe Photoshop is the industry
leading image-editing program for digital
photographers, graphic designers, and web
developers, and the newest version includes even
more great tools to manage and enhance your
images. Written by a team of experts, this book-andDVD package delivers full-color, step-by-step
instructions that make learning Photoshop easy to
understand. You'll explore how to work with layers,
use filters, and create images for web and video, and
much more. The video training complements the
book, allowing you to learn at your own pace, and,
ultimately, enhancing your entire learning
experience. • Encourages you to discover essential
skills and explore new features and capabilities of
Photoshop CC (Creative Cloud) • Includes step-bystep instructions for each lesson, along with lesson
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files and video tutorials that complement the
featured topics • Covers Adobe Bridge, Camera
RAW, masks and layers, painting and retouching,
and selections and layers Photoshop CC Digital
Classroom takes you from the basics through
intermediate-level topics and helps you find the
information you need in a clear, approachable way.
Note: DVD and other supplementary materials are
not included as part of the e-book file, but are
available for download after purchase.
**Breaking News! Adobe's December 2012 release of
Adobe(R) Photoshop 13.1 for Creative Cloud
subscribers included enhancements to the Crop
tool, the Liquify filter, as well as the ability to use the
Blur Gallery with Smart Objects, save default type
styles, copy CSS properties from layers and objects,
and record conditional actions. The update also
provides high-resolution user interface graphics for
users of HiDPI displays (Retina displays on Macs)
and many UI and tool improvements for 3D work.
Register your book at peachpit.com/register to
receive a free update that covers these features.
The fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to
learn Adobe Audition CC Classroom in a Book®, the
best-selling series of hands-on software training
workbooks, offers what no other book or training
program does—an official training series from Adobe
Systems Incorporated, developed with the support of
Adobe product experts. Adobe Audition CC
Classroom in a Book contains 15 lessons (and one
bonus lesson on www.peachpit.com) that cover the
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basics, providing countless tips and techniques to
help you become more productive with the program.
You can follow the book from start to finish or
choose only those lessons that interest you.
Purchasing this book gives you access to the
downloadable lesson files you need to work through
the projects in the book, and to electronic book
updates covering new features that Adobe releases
for Creative Cloud customers. For access, go to
www.peachpit.com/redeem and redeem the unique
code provided inside this book. “The Classroom in a
Book series is by far the best training material on the
market. Everything you need to master the software
is included: clear explanations of each lesson, stepbystep instructions, and the project files forthe
students.” Barbara Binder, Adobe Certified
Instructor Rocky Mountain Training
Adobe Photoshop CS4 Classroom in a Book
Adobe Photoshop Classroom in a Book (2021
Release)
Photoshop CC Digital Classroom
The Official Training Workbook from Adobe Systems
: Photoshop 13.1 Update for Creative Cloud
Members
Digital Imaging Concepts and Techniques

A highly accessible, step-by-step guide to Adobe
Illustrator CS6 Illustrator CS6 Digital Classroom
includes 12 self-paced lessons that contain essential
skills and explore new features and capabilities of
Adobe Illustrator. Every lesson is presented in full
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color with step-by-step instructions. Learning is
reinforced with video tutorials and lesson files on a
companion DVD that was developed by a team of
expert instructors and Illustrator experts. Each video
tutorial demonstrates and explains the concepts and
features covered in the lesson. This training package
shows how to create and produ.
Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling series of
hands-on software training workbooks, helps you
learn the features of Adobe software quickly and
easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other
book or training program does---an official training
series from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed
with the support of Adobe product experts. Adobe
Photoshop Elements 9 Classroom in a Book
contains 12 lessons. The book covers the basics of
learning Adobe Photoshop Elements and provides
countless tips and techniques to help you become
more productive with the program. You can follow
the book from start to finish or choose only those
lessons that interest you. What you need to use this
book: Adobe Photoshop Elements 9 software, for
either Windows or Mac OS. (Software not included.)
Note: Classroom in a Book does not replace the
documentation, support, updates, or any other
benefits of being a registered owner of Adobe
Photoshop Elements software. "The Classroom in a
Book series is by far the best training material on the
market. Everything you need to master the software
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is included: clear explanations of each lesson, stepby-step instructions, and the project files for the
students." Barbara Binder, Adobe Certified Instructor
Rocky Mountain Training.
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest,
most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Photoshop
CS6 choose Adobe Photoshop CS6 Classroom in a
Book from the Adobe Creative Team at Adobe
Press. The 14 project-based lessons in this book
show readers step-by-step the key techniques for
working in Photoshop CS6 and how to manipulate
images, edit motion-based content, and create
image composites. In addition to learning the key
elements of the Photoshop interface, this completely
revised CS6 edition covers new features, including
precise cropping with multiple overlays, expanded
content-aware toolkit with skin tone-aware selections
and masking, three new blur effects, re-engineered
design tools, adaptive Wide Angle adjustments,
improved Camera Raw engine, improved auto
corrections, Background Save and Auto-recovery,
modernized user interface, intuitive video
enhancements, simplified 3D interface, improved
editing speed with real-time results, and more. “The
Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training
material on the market. Everything you need to
master the software is included: clear explanations
of each lesson, step-by-step instructions, and the
project files for the students.” –Barbara Binder,
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Adobe Certified Instructor, Rocky Mountain Training
Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling series of
hands-on software training workbooks, helps you
learn the features of Adobe software quickly and
easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other
book or training program does–an official training
series from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed
with the support of Adobe product experts. All of
Peachpit's eBooks contain the same content as the
print edition. You will find a link in the last few pages
of your eBook that directs you to the media files.
Helpful tips: If you are able to search the book,
search for "Where are the lesson files?" Go to the
very last page of the book and scroll backwards. You
will need a web-enabled device or computer in order
to access the media files that accompany this ebook.
Entering the URL supplied into a computer with web
access will allow you to get to the files. Depending
on your device, it is possible that your display
settings will cut off part of the URL. To make sure
this is not the case, try reducing your font size and
turning your device to a landscape view. This should
cause the full URL to appear.
The fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to
learn Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Classic!
Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling series of
hands-on software training workbooks, offers what
no other book or training program does–an official
training series from Adobe, developed with the
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support of Adobe product experts. Adobe Photoshop
Lightroom Classic Classroom in a Book (2020
release) contains 12 lessons that cover the basics
and beyond, providing countless tips and techniques
to help you become more productive with the
program. You can follow the book from start to finish
or choose only those lessons that interest you.
Purchase of this book includes valuable online
features. Follow the instructions in the book’s
Getting Started section to unlock access to:
Downloadable lesson files you need to work through
the projects in the book Web Edition containing the
complete text of the book, interactive quizzes, and
videos that walk you through the lessons step by
step
Adobe Illustrator CS6
Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Classic Classroom in a
Book (2020 release)
Adobe Photoshop CS6. Classroom in a book. Il
corso ufficiale di Adobe Systems
Adobe Photoshop Classroom in a Book (2020
release)
Adobe Audition CC Classroom in a Book
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest,
most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Photoshop
choose Adobe Photoshop Classroom in a Book (2020
release) from Adobe Press. The 15 project-based
lessons show key step-by-step techniques for
working in Photoshop, including how to correct,
enhance, and distort digital images, create image
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composites, and prepare images for print and the
web. In addition to learning the essential elements of
the Photoshop interface, this revised edition for the
2020 release covers features like the new Object
Selection tool, saving Cloud Documents for easy
access from Photoshop on other devices such as the
Apple iPad, removing objects with upgraded ContentAware Fill, applying styles and objects such as
gradients and shapes, instantly using redesigned
Presets panels, and much more! The online
companion files include all the necessary assets for
readers to complete the projects featured in each
chapter. All buyers of the book get full access to the
Web Edition: A Web-based version of the complete
ebook enhanced with video and multiple-choice
quizzes.
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest,
most comprehensive way to learn InDesign CS6
choose Adobe InDesign CS6 Classroom in a Book from
the Adobe Creative Team. The 16 project-based
lessons show readers step-by-step the key
techniques for working with InDesign CS6. Readers
learn what they need to know to create engaging
page layouts using InDesign CS6. This completely
revised CS6 edition covers the new tools for adding
PDF form fields, linking content, and creating
alternative layouts for digital publishing. The
companion CD includes all the lesson files that
readers need to work along with the book. This
thorough, self-paced guide to Adobe InDesign CS6 is
ideal for beginning users who want to master the key
features of this program. Readers who already have
some experience with InDesign can improve their
skills and learn InDesign's newest features. “The
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Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training
material on the market. Everything you need to
master the software is included: clear explanations
of each lesson, step-by-step instructions, and the
project files for the students.” –Barbara Binder,
Adobe Certified Instructor, Rocky Mountain Training
Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling series of
hands-on software training workbooks, helps you
learn the features of Adobe software quickly and
easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other
book or training program does–an official training
series from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed
with the support of Adobe product experts. All of
Peachpit's eBooks contain the same content as the
print edition. You will find a link in the last few pages
of your eBook that directs you to the media files.
Helpful tips: If you are able to search the book,
search for "Where are the lesson files?" Go to the
very last page of the book and scroll backwards. You
will need a web-enabled device or computer in order
to access the media files that accompany this ebook.
Entering the URL supplied into a computer with web
access will allow you to get to the files. Depending
on your device, it is possible that your display
settings will cut off part of the URL. To make sure
this is not the case, try reducing your font size and
turning your device to a landscape view. This should
cause the full URL to appear.
The fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to
learn Adobe Photoshop CS4 Fourteen lessons in
Adobe Photoshop CS4 Classroom in a Book cover
basic and advanced techniques in Adobe Photoshop,
the world’s best image-editing software. Learn how
to retouch digital photos, work with layers and
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masks, navigate the workspace, prepare images
print, and explore the latest features. Tips, extracredit exercises, and step-by-step lessons help you
become more productive using Photoshop. Learn to
correct and enhance digital photos, create image
composites, transform images in perspective, and
prepare images for print and the web. Combine
images for extended depth of field, and try out the
new 3D features in Adobe Photoshop CS4 Extended.
“The Classroom in a Book series is by far the best
training material on the market. Everything you need
to master the software is included: clear
explanations of each lesson, step-by-step
instructions, and the project files for the students.”
—Barbara Binder, Adobe Certified Instructor, Rocky
Mountain Training Classroom in a Book®, the bestselling series of hands-on software training
workbooks, helps you learn the features of Adobe
software quickly and easily. Classroom in a Book
offers what no other book or training program
does—an official training series from Adobe Systems
Incorporated, developed with the support of Adobe
product experts. All of Peachpit's eBooks contain the
same content as the print edition. You will find a link
in the last few pages of your eBook that directs you
to the media files. Helpful tips: If you are able to
search the book, search for "Where are the lesson
files?" Go to the very last page of the book and scroll
backwards. You will need a web-enabled device or
computer in order to access the media files that
accompany this ebook. Entering the URL supplied
into a computer with web access will allow you to get
to the files. Depending on your device, it is possible
that your display settings will cut off part of the URL.
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To make sure this is not the case, try reducing your
font size and turning your device to a landscape
view. This should cause the full URL to appear.
Contains fifteen lessons that cover the basics of
Adobe Photoshop CC, including using Adobe Bridge,
adjusting color and tone, working with selections,
layer basics, working with masks and channels,
advanced compositing, and Camera Raw.
The Complete Guide for Photographers
Adobe Photoshop CC Classroom in a Book
Adobe Dreamweaver CS6 Classroom in a Book
Classroom in a Book
Adobe Muse Classroom in a Book

Get savvy with the newest features and
enhancements of Photoshop CC The newest version
of Photoshop boasts enhanced and new features
that afford you some amazing and creative ways to
create images with impact, and this popular guide
gets visual learners up to speed quickly. Packed with
colorful screen shots that illustrate the step-by-step
instructions, this visual guide is perfect for
Photoshop newcomers as well as experienced users
who are looking for some beginning to intermediatelevel techniques to give their projects the "wow"
factor! Veteran and bestselling authors Mike
Wooldridge and Brianna Stuart show you the fast
and easy way to learn Photoshop CC in this classic
Visual guide. • Covers setting up the software,
importing images from a digital camera, using all the
tools, creating an online gallery, and more • Walks
you through retouching
and repairing damaged
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photos, enhancing digital images, and adding
custom 3-D effects • Explores color management,
palettes, compositing, layers, gradients, type, and
filters • Features step-by-step instructions and fullcolor illustrations Teach Yourself VISUALLY
Photoshop CC is designed for those who learn best
when they see how things are done.
If you're exploring a career in digital imaging or
design, then you're likely to encounter Photoshop
along the way--you probably already have. But how
well do you know it? Understanding Adobe
Photoshop: Digital Image Concepts and Techniques
goes beyond the school newspaper or internship and
teaches you the fundamental digital imaging
techniques in Adobe Photoshop and Photoshop
Elements that you'll need to succeed both in the
classroom and the workforce. While many
Photoshop books focus on features, tools, or
techniques, this book covers both the basics and
delves into specific skills, tricks, and uses in
multimedia. With a friendly style and interactive DVDROM, Richard Harrington covers digital imaging
basics (correcting, editing, sharpening, retouching,
and presenting photos) and shows you real-world
projects and exercises, including: digital painting;
designing a CD/DVD label, magazine cover, and
advertisements; creating Web sites/animations; and
more!
Provides a series of lessons on the basic concepts,
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tools, techniques, and features of using Adobe
Photoshop CS6, covering such topics as selection
tools, layers, masks and channels, typographic
design, vector drawing, editing video, Mixer Brush,
and 3D images.
"Contains 19 lessons. The book covers the basics of
learning Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 and provides
countless tips and techniques to help you become
more productive with the program. You can follow
the book from start to finish or choose only those
lessons that interest you"--Back cover.
MyGraphicsLab Photoshop Course with Adobe
Photoshop CS6 Classroom in a Book
Adobe Photoshop CS6 Classroom in a Book
Adobe InDesign CS6 Classroom in a Book
Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 Classroom in a Book
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